Vision-based segmentation of continuous mechanomyographic grasping sequences.
In detecting motor related activity from mechanomyographic (MMG) recordings, the acquisition of long, continuous streams of MMG signals is typically preferred over the painstaking collection of individual, isolated contractions. However, a major challenge with continuous collection is the subsequent separation of the MMG data stream into segments representing individual contractions. This paper proposes a method for segmenting continuously recorded MMG data streams using computer vision while providing a highly reduced set of key images for rapid human expert verification. Transverse plane video recordings of functional grasp sequences were synchronized with the acquisition of MMG signals from the forearm. An automatic, vision-based algorithm exploiting skin color detection, motion estimation, and template matching provided segmentation cues for MMG signals arising from multiple grips. The automatic segmentation method tolerated extraneous hand movements, differentiated among multiple grips and estimated grip transition times. Our implementation segmented two grips with an average accuracy of 97.8 -/+ 4%, and up to seven grips with an accuracy of 73 -/+ 20%. The automatically extracted contraction initiation and termination times were within 173 -/+ 133 ms of the times obtained via manual segmentation. It is suggested that the proposed method would be particularly conducive to the assembly of large collections of signals for training MMG-driven prostheses.